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Abstract
Violence is defined by the World Health Organization's worldwide report as the expected utilization of physical power by danger or real practice against oneself, someone else, group, or society from which harm, injury, or expectation to hurt, demise, mental damage, or hardship is inferred, violence incorporates. All types of physical and mental violence, damage, misuse, and, disregard. "As indicated by a definition endorsed by the International Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women, which was received by the General Assembly in December 1993, and affirmed by all expresses. "Any rough demonstration dependent on sex that outcomes probably going to bring about any physical, sexual or mental mischief or enduring to the woman, including the danger to submit such a demonstration, pressure or discretionary hardship of freedom, regardless of whether that outcomes in broad daylight or private life. Violence against Women is a widespread problem.
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1. Introduction
As indicated by a definition endorsed by the International Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women, which was received by the General Assembly in December 1993, and affirmed by all expresses, the Association characterized violence against women as: Any rough demonstration dependent on sex that outcomes in or probably going to bring about any physical, sexual or mental mischief or enduring to the woman, including the danger to submit such a demonstration, pressure or discretionary hardship of freedom, regardless of whether that outcomes in broad daylight or private life. Health education about women's rights is the primary nursing role that is related to lower violence against women (1-3).

2. Types of violence against women
Family and social violence and its appearances: The sub-par perspective on women. Denying young women of training, marriage in age, polygamy. Legacy hardship. Early marriage. Female mutilation. The danger of separation. The Inclination for guys over females. Deserting of the partner. Hit the woman. Denying the partner from visiting the family. Preventing women to take part in social, or political activities (4).

Sexual violence and its appearances: Female circumcision, vulgar behavior, Assault, and Sexual abuse (5).

Political Conditions: Signs of imbalance among people in the council. Women need access to the legal executive. Women not having the option to work in the official branch. The absence of women in authority positions (6).

3. Rates inside Egypt
33% of Egyptian women are exposed to violence
90% were exposed to circumcision
11% compelled to wed
42.5% experienced mentally.
77.5% of the spouse takes an interest in the choice to utilize prophylactic techniques
22% of Egyptian women are in the age bunch 25-29, and 29.6% of young women don't go to class in the countryside (7).

The office referenced in its investigation on "violence against women" that a large portion of the women who were exposed to
violence because of their partners depended on the family home to look for help or assurance, and they arrived at 18.3%, bringing up that the woman costs about 1.49 billion pounds for each year because of the husband’s, of which 831.2 Almost direct expense, and 661.5 million pounds aberrant cost (8).

4. Causes of violence against women

The reasons for violence against women can be followed to:

The woman herself is viewed as one of the fundamental components for certain sorts of violence and mistreatment since she acknowledges her and thinks about resistance and accommodation or endures it as a response to that (9).

Social causes: Like numbness, absence of information on the best way to manage others and the absence of regard for them, and the rights and obligations they have been considered as a fundamental factor in violence. This obliviousness might be concerning to the woman and the casualty for her, for the woman is uninformed of her privileges and obligations from one perspective, and the other's numbness of these rights on the opposite side which may prompt offense and offense of outskirts. Notwithstanding this the low social degree of families and people, and the extraordinary social distinction between the life partners specifically on the off chance that they are The spouse is the most elevated social level, which produces pressure and unevenness among the husband as a response to him, so he attempts to make up for this lack looking for events that can be diminished and deprecated by annoying, annoying, or even beating (9).

Instructive reasons; The establishments of violence training on which the individual grew up might be the one that produces for him, as it makes him a casualty for him as he has a powerless, lost, confused and uncertain character, and this prompts the recovery of this shortcoming later on by violence, so that the most fragile of him is the woman, and it is realized Violence creates violence. This area of violence establishes around 83 percent of cases (10). The individual might be an observer of violence, for example, one that reacts to mother by fathers, so it emerges from the absence of regard for women, their thankfulness, and underestimation, which makes them manage them (11).

Environmental causes: the natural issues that put the focus on the person, for example, swarming, poor administrations, the issue of lodging, expanding the populace and ..., notwithstanding that what the earth causes in dissatisfaction of the person, as it doesn’t assist him with achieving himself and prevail in it, for example, giving the fitting work to youngsters, this pushes him towards violence to prompt It detonates to the most fragile of it (the woman) (12).

Customs and conventions; There are thoughts and conventions established in the way of life of many, which convey the pre-Islamic vision of recognizing the male over the female, which prompts the decrease and minimization of the female and her job, and consequently the expansion and scaling of the male and its job. Where the privilege is constantly given to the male society to rule, practice against the female since early on, and to habituate the female to acknowledge this and bear it and bow to it as it doesn't bear wrongdoing aside from that it brought forth a female. Similarly, the idioms and axioms articulations that individuals course in the public eye all in all, including women themselves, which feature the degree of the inventiveness of this culture, so it gives the male network the option to endure against females, for example, the maxim of a woman when she is hit by a man (a man's shadow is superior to the shadow of the divider), Or (a woman resembles a mat at whatever point she pushes on it with substance) or ... the job of the media in supporting this segregation and tolerating examples of against women in the projects that communicate and misuse them inappropriately isn't hidden (13-15).

Economic reasons: The material irregularity looked by the individual or the family or .., and the financial expansion that is pondered the way of life of every individual or gathering where it is hard to get a vocation and of the monetary issues that pressure the other to be fierce and influence all His displeasure at the woman. Add to that the financial cost that a man has over a woman, as he who underpins a woman hence has the option to rebuff her by mortifying and limiting it in such manner. On the opposite side, a woman acknowledges this since she can't bolster herself or her children (16-20).

The violence of governments and authorities: Reasons may take a more extensive degree and circle when it is in the hands of the decision preeminent power, by ordering laws that misuse women or bolster laws for the individuals who disregard them, or not searching them when they connect with taking help from them. Regardless of what the causes and causes are unique, violence against women stays a screen for 7% of all women between the ages of fifteen and forty-four around the globe, as per the report gave by the World Health Organization (21-22).

5. Impacts of violence against women

Violence against women has physical, mental, and social ramifications women, and they have consequences for the family and society:

Physical and mental harm. Women feel dread and instability. Decreasing access to the property. Keep her from making the most of her privileges as an individual. It blocks its commitment to improvement. Blame, disgrace, inner-directedness, disengagement, loss of fearlessness, and confidence swelled (21-22).

6. Universal action against women:

The United Nations Charter, received in San Francisco in 1945, was viewed as the main universal arrangement to allude, in explicit terms, to rise to rights for people. Continuing from the conviction of the
worldwide association in the balance of rights between the genders, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) avowed its refusal to segregate based on sex in its subsequent article and its dismissal of subjugation and bondage in Article IV, torment and barbarous treatment or discipline in Article Five, and in the time of marriage, which is the period of pubescence, and equivalent rights to wed, during marriage and at its disintegration. Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights expresses: No one will be exposed to subjective obstruction with his private life, family, home, correspondence, or crusades in his respect and notoriety, and everybody has the privilege to shield the law from such impedance or such campaigns. 

7. Worldwide and Egyptian efforts to reduce violence against women

The punishment for rape in the life-long world was the share of those found to have committed the crime of rape.

At Egypt: Make a unit to face violence against women in police head office Where the Ministry of core gave a choice to build up an uncommon unit in the police headquarters to stand up to against women worried about looking into and researching instances of provocation, beatings, and all types of violence against Egyptian women. This choice comes in light of the requests of the Safe Street Campaign for All, which the inside began in 2005 to fight rude behavior in Egypt, at the lawful level, where it pushed: The need to build up an uncommon unit for violations of violence against women and lewd behavior that gets interchanges while regarding the protection of the report, to urge women to interface with security organizations to decrease badgering, to incorporate common and human rights investment to catch up crafted by the police offices in managing different reports and occurrences of provocation and build up an association between These are all stakeholders.

Empowering women experiencing treachery, constraint, and violence to approach instruments and places to acquire equity, and foundations can likewise be allotted to encourage and urge women to document grievances because of the violence they are presented to. Institute a lot of correctional and obstacle laws to defy culprits of against women, for example, female genital mutilation and partners of wives. Censuring all techniques for violence utilized in social orders, and all convictions, customs, and conventions that give men the option to practice their capacity, quality, and violence against women for the sake of religion, respect, or different things must be eliminated.

Escaping the pattern of violence: If one of the fundamental drivers of is women' acknowledgment of it, without a doubt exit from this cycle will just drop by dismissing women, ending a culture of quietness, communicating the violence they experience, and sticking to their privileges to return through legitimate strategies. Be that as it may, this issue requires A huge power of women must be worked through numerous systems, for example, spreading mindfulness and working with them to fabricate their self-confidence.
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